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Louis Albrechts towers over the urban planning academy, just as he towers in physical stature.  For three decades he has served as intellectual beacon, institution builder extraordinaire, trusted advisor to governments large and small, superb teacher and researcher, wise and effective leader, and sought after mentor.  What is most astonishing is that he has accomplished all this and much more because it was the right thing to do, and it seemed to come natural to him.  That is, without personal ambition.  A self-effacing manner befitting the public service spirit that animates the planning profession, and the best of planners.  Professor Louis Albrechts is certainly one.

As Louis’s accomplishments are well known to any reader of these pages, and to many others worldwide in planning practice and the academy, as any google search can testify, my comments will be of a more personal nature.  What strikes me most about Louis as a person and as a professional – and I cannot separate the two – is his effortless ability to be friendly, cordial, and generous and at the same time be serious, focused, and inspiring.  Indeed it is his capability to blend the two sides, which many keep distinct.  In this he is like true leaders.

What I would like to extend upon the most is Professor Albrechts’ leadership.  In this, he has had perhaps his greatest impact.  Much of this leadership stems from his scholarship, which has served as a shining light of clarity in the ever more complex multiple worlds we find ourselves in as planners, as teachers, as advisors, as writers, as administrators, and as citizens.  In this it can be said with ease that Louis practices what he preaches, that he leads by example, not by exhortation.  Importantly, Louis brings others into the leadership fold, lifting, inspiring, allowing other voices to speak, other actors to spread their own leadership wings.  His generosity is one of his many commanding traits.

This quality of generous leadership is evident to outsiders in the steady, progressive, and positive unfolding of the World Planning Schools Congresses and of the Global Planning Education Association Network.  A founder of the network and an initiator and co-chair of the first ever World Planning Schools Congress in Shanghai in 2001, Louis took the logical next step in expanding the connections among global planning schools by building on his legacy of as a founder and as one of the original presidents of the Association of European Schools of Planning in the 1980s.  If there were a solar system wide association of schools of planning, Louis would undoubtedly be found rocketing about between Jupiter, Mars and Saturn, making sure all was in order.

It is precisely at one of AESOP’s annual summer conferences, in Istanbul in 1994, that I first witnessed Louis Albrechts in action.  At that time, not knowing him personally, I marveled at a distance his diplomacy, his tact, and at his extraordinary personal appeal, which he employed to put people at ease in his presence.  My first personal meeting was at a research seminar on Innovations in European Spatial Strategy Making organized by Patsy Healey over the years 1993 – 1994.  There I learned of his extensive influence on practice in Belgium, in particular the Flemish Diamond, a regional planning initiative centered upon Brussels, not to mention is influence on planning theory and scholarship in Europe.

As an American with European roots – my parents were both born in Czechoslovakia and did not emigrate to the United States until they were in their thirties – and gaining experience from working and living in Europe, I was able to more fully appreciate his worldliness, and ability to navigate with aplomb different linguistic and cultural environments.  It struck me at the time that what was going on in the Flemish Diamond was of utmost interest and import not only to the planning academy, but to practice, and not only in Europe.  His work was on a par, of not a step ahead, with the leading North American exemplars at the time, which were San Diego’s Metropolitan Plan, which I had just finished conducting some research on, and New Jersey’s State Plan, where I had served as Planning Manager.  Here was a person from whom I could learn a great deal, and learn I did, over the last fifteen years.  This intensity and depth of learning from a master was a privilege for which I am most grateful.

I will resist here a scholarly appreciation and critical analysis of his work, a temptation which is proving difficult to stay away from because his life’s output is so suggestive and fecund.  Yet a short piece here could not come close to doing it justice.  Instead I will remark, however, that his work has illuminated my own in countless ways.  His findings, and his professional work on the use of images in planning, akin to my own interest over the last two decades, has not only corroborated my own findings and theories, but also extended my own thinking on the topic.  The same can be said for his nuanced commentaries on the relations of politics, institutions, and planning – a topic that most institutional theorists have shied away from, to the detriment of the development of a sophisticated conceptual approach to that triumvirate.  Why only a scant few planning scholars embrace a rigorous, systematic analysis of the politics of planning as it is actually practiced in urban policy and development arenas, along the lines of the work of Meyerson and Altshuler, remains a mystery to me.

Professor Albrechts’ work is so inspiring to me that I engaged him in a research project I was leading on the reciprocal interactions between institutional design and institutional performance of metropolitan planning institutions funded by the US National Science Foundation.  The novelty of this research, and the reason that I sought out Louis specifically to be engaged, is that there has never been a prospective, international, comparative institutional research project that related a multi-dimensional independent variable with a multi-dimensional dependent variable using consistent, reproducible, and verifiable measures for all cases in all countries in North America and Europe.  Louis’s role in the project was to help shape the theoretical and analytical models, and relate his long standing work on metropolitan planning in the Brussels / Flemish Diamond area to the larger project.  Needless to say, Louis played a key role in helping refine this immensely complex and innovative project.

Allow me to close these remarks with a more personal anecdote.  While we all know Louis as a quintessential urban planner at home in numerous cosmopolitan locales throughout the globe, his visit to small town rural Texas, with all the visions and prejudices it may inspire among those unfamiliar with it from first hand experience, demonstrated his worldly aplomb to the utmost.  Confronted with Southern hospitality, Texas version, in a small traditional home converted into a bed and breakfast inn, Louis was able to navigate not only Texas-sized portions of food (now I believe I know where Louis gets all his energy from!), but also the East Texas twang dialectic (distinct from the West Texas drawl).  Now this may not sound like much, but when it is accompanied by – wrapped up in – the charms of a young southern belle, these fineries and vagaries become more difficult to sort out.  Drawing upon his immense worldly diplomatic experience may have been what saved what otherwise might have been a minor international incident.  Of course I am exaggerating, another way of saying this is that Louis was able to blend in and feel right at home, close to the point of becoming an honorary Texan, no mean feat for a two day visit.  Howdy!  And welcome back anytime, partner.

